
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 27 May 2022 

Year 7 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Joseph O, Ban=briella C, Lexi H, Khloe W, Sofia M, Evan D, Amelia R and 

Charlie L for being absolutely outstanding in English and always showing integrity, determination and respect. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Deacon J, Mia S and Amelia R for some fantastic revision work on cells. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Mia-Poppy M and Filip S for showing determination to succeed in Spanish 

lessons. Well done. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Adeola T and Esther E for great work in Maths Mastery; David A for always 

having a fantastic passion for Maths; Emil B, Filip S and Beren Y for an outstanding mini test score in Maths. 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Barbara S, Naema A, Emil B, Beren Y, Alan B, Marcello S, Sagid Y, Sabrina 

C, Enrikis K, Teniola T, Dawid T and Luke M for always working hard in Lexia intervention. 

Miss Gregory and Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Gabriella C, Lewis B, Jonathan H and Joel M for always 

giving 100% core values in Morning Meeting. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Matthew T and Ella L for working hard and being determined to succeed in 

French; Mia S and Emily R for consistently completing some outstanding work in Spanish; Naema A for always 

helping out in the classroom and for being kind and polite. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Jessie C, Leyton T, Oliver H, Emmanuel O, Joel M, Alan B, Poppy Mai F, Faye 

A, Lucas F, Lewis B, Olivia D, Olivia B and Bobbie D for always showing determination to achieve in English. 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Bobby D for showing integrity in the Maths big teach lessons. Well done. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Laura Z and Heidi K for an outstanding attitude to learning in English. 

Mr Wood would like to appreciate Heidi K, Adriana I and Adeola T for showing all our core values during Food 

Technology this week and for being especially helpful; Esther E for being especially helpful in the Food room this 

week. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Lilly P, Khloe W, Beren Y and Bethany E for showing determination to answer 

Geography questions. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 27 May 2022 

Year 8 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Ella E, Evie C, Mary-Jane S, Mark I, Alfie M, Ella H, Mia B, Chantelle L, Lucy 

Jo J, Lucas S and Isabella W for being absolutely outstanding in English and always showing integrity, determination 

and respect. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Ava C and Ruby B for drawing excellent electronic structure diagrams. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Freya B and Eva S for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Finley F for a big improvement in attitude during the Maths Big Teach; Caitlyn 

H for consistently accurate work in the Maths Big Teach; Izzabelle M for always having the right attitude and 

working hard in the Maths Big Teach; Daniel N for showing fantastic determination to do well in the Maths Big 

Teach. 

Miss Gregory and Miss Nelson would like to appreciate John M for showing the value of determination by giving 

100% in Morning Meeting. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Grace P, Christiana O, Lucas E, Imogen B, Thomas K and Casey B for always 

showing determination to achieve in English. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Lucas S and Stevie O for showing all the core values by always assisting with 

breakfast club and always being very polite and well mannered; Mark B for showing the value of determination by 

giving 100% in English intervention. Well done; Ruby B for showing the value of respect by always being polite and 

well mannered during intervention sessions. 

Mr Boardman would like to appreciate John M for showing incredible integrity in school. 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Ruby R for determination to succeed in Maths. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Oliver C and Jake R for an outstanding attitude to learning in English. 

Mr Wood would like to appreciate Josh R and Eoin R for showing all our core values of determination, integrity and 

respect during DT this week. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Kayleigh C, Alfie D, Daniel A and Princess A for a big improvement in attitude 

during Geography lessons.  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 27 May 2022 

Year 9 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate her year 9 English class for producing fantastic work, being respectful and 

always being determined to improve this half term. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate her year 9 science class for fantastic effort in the science revision lessons this 

cycle. Really impressed with the focus and determination to improve. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Callum M for always showing integrity during DEAR. Well done; Oliver K for 

improved focus and progress in Spanish lessons. Keep it up; Sophie M, Lexi K and Goda S for showing determination 

to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Lola Y, Ephrem E, Curtis S, Jessica K, Vuong N, Oliver K and Aleesia C for 

fantastic effort and attitude to learning in their Maths lessons. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Lucas S, Keigan C, Jamie M, Reece D and Ellie G for producing some 

outstanding work this half term in Spanish. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Bruno B, Billy C and Ellis K for always showing determination to achieve in 

English. 

Miss Nelson and Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Megan S for always showing the value of determination 

during Morning Meeting. Well done. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Harry M for working incredibly hard in English. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Ellie R for trying hard in her last Geography lesson and having an improved 

attitude to learning; Rama A for always trying hard during Geography lessons; Alex R and Ava E for showing 

determination to succeed in Geography. Well done; Alex R for showing determination during DEAR time. Well done. 

The Year 9 Team would like to appreciate Nadia A for always demonstrating our core values. Pupil of the half term 

for 9D; Ephrem E for always demonstrating our core values. Pupil of the half term for 9I; Vuong N for always 

demonstrating our core values. Pupil of the half term for 9M; Rhys T for always demonstrating our core values. 

Pupil of the half term for 9P; Sam E for always demonstrating our core values. Pupil of the half term for 9R; Grey E 

for always demonstrating our core values. Pupil of the half term for 9A. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 27 May 2022 

Year 10 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Charlize M, Lee W, Preslav M, Kyriaki G and Sienna D for working incredibly 

hard this half term. Well done. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Miller R for a fantastic piece of writing on photosynthesis; Kat D, Tyler C, Ellie 

M and Jessica T for brilliant work in the photosynthesis unit. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Katie J and Abbie-May R for showing determination to succeed in Spanish 

lessons. Well done. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Kyriaki G for always showing fantastic dedication to your studies in Maths 

and beyond; Tyler C for showing brillaint determination in all of your Maths lessons; Miguel P for showing all 

academy values in all of your Maths lessons; Paul I for always being on task and working incredibly hard in Maths; 

Kat D for following every instruction first time every time and always doing your best; Tom A for always being on 

task and producing some brilliant work; Abbie-May R for working really hard in Maths this week. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Oresti K, Alan G, Evie W and Michael B for always showing determination to 

achieve in English; Emma C, Kate D, Harry W, Kyle N, Liv C and Daniel N for always showing integrity during DEAR 

and PDS lessons. 

Miss Nelson and Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Nell H, Elyse C, Lucy O and Breckan S for always showing 

the value of determination during Morning Meeting. Well done. 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Taylor C for determination to get ahead and showing integrity in PDS; Kyriaki 

G, Jessica T and Martina I for respect and integrity in PDS. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Aaron S, Ali T, Taylor C, Miller R, Alex D, Ellie O and Faith J for writing  an 

incredibly skillful creative piece. Good job. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 27 May 2022 

Year 11 

Miss Clayton and Mr Kingstone would like to appreciate their Year 11 English class for working hard towards their 

goals and showing true determination. Keep going, by continuting . . . you can only succeed. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate her whole Spanish class for being a pleasure to teach for the past five years 

and for working so hard to succeed in your Spanish GCSE. Buena suerte en el futuro. 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Emma H, John K and Brodie G for always giving 100%  in intervention, and 

being very respectful. 


